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VALLÉE-DE-LA-GATINEAU SUMMER RALLYE-RANDO

EXPLANATION
PROCEDURE
Welcome to the summer Rallye-Rando !
Slip into your hiking boots and start looking along the trails for the small black and white signs with a ‘‘?‘‘
and number. Each sign corresponds to a question in the booklet. You can do 1, 2, 3, 4 or all 5 of the ‘‘Rallyes‘‘.
It’s up to you !
If stumped you can find the correct answers to all of the questions on the middle pages of this booklet.

NAME, FIRST NAME :

ADRESS :

PHONE NUMBER :

EMAIL ADDRESS :

If you have any comments or suggestions you can
send them to info@perooutaouais.ca
If you would care to make a donation to the PERO you
can visit the website at perooutaouais.ca. Look for the
tab “faire un don”. All contributions will help with the
quality of the signage and annual maintenance of the
infrastructure and trails.
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VALLÉE-DE-LA-GATINEAU SUMMER RALLYE-RANDO

BLUE SEA
MONT MORISSETTE
REGIONAL PARK

RALLYE
RANDO

?1

The coureurs des bois could only sell their furs illegally
to English or First Nations traders or on the black
market. Why ?

MUNICIPALITY
OF BLUE SEA
HIKING TRAIL #3

TAKE NOTE !
Trail #3 can be walked in either direction.
However the ‘‘Coureurs des Bois‘‘
historical interpretive panels are meant
to be read in order. Furthermore, the Rally
questions are formulated to make sense
if you walk the trail starting with panel
#1 situated immediately across the road
from the Mont Morissette parking lot.
The Rally consists of 20 questions. The
answers to eight of them are found on
the ‘‘Courreurs des Bois‘‘ panels which
we invite you to read. We hope that they
will add to the enjoyment of your walk. In
the case of questions dealing with tree
identification, be as specific as you can.
Many of the other answers can be found
on or determined from the PERO trail
guide panels and maps.

HAVE A GREAT RALLYE-RANDO !

RALLYE
RANDO

?2

RALLYE
RANDO

?3

RALLYE
RANDO

?4

If you look carefully through the trees to your right you
will be able to distinguish a small lake. What is the
name of the lake ?

At the beginning of the 16th century the fur trade
started as a compliment of another industry.
Which one ?

On Thursday July 11, 2019, many regions of southern
Quebec including Blue Sea were struck by a series of
severe thunderstorms carrying extreme high winds.
You can gain an appreciation for the force of the winds
as you look around this clearing and see the devastating
results. What name do we give to a tree or a group of
trees that have been uprooted by high winds ?
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BLUE SEA
RALLYE
RANDO

?5

RALLYE
RANDO

?6

Identify the tree that has the orange
arrow ?

The beaver pelt provided the raw material
for an important European fashion
industry. Which one ?

RALLYE
RANDO

?9

RALLYE
RANDO

?10

RALLYE
RANDO

RALLYE
RANDO

?7

Take the short side-trail to the right and
you will be rewarded with a breathtaking
view of 3 lakes and the surrounding
countryside. Name the 3 lakes in order
from closest to farthest. (The correct
answers are on the following list : Lac des
Îles, Lac Morissette, Lac Blue Sea, Lac à
Laurier, Lac Long, Little Cedar Lake, Big
Cedar Lake, Lac qui Pue, Lac des Atacas ?

?11

RALLYE
RANDO

?12

RALLYE
RANDO

?13

RALLYE
RANDO

?8

4

Textiles accounted for what percentage of
the coureurs des bois trade goods ?

RALLYE
RANDO

?14

A small bush which produces edible fruit
predominantly covers a rock outcrop to
your right. Name the bush.

Identify this tree ?

From whom did the coureurs des bois
learn their essential survival skills ?

Looking carefully in the distance through
the branches and foliage in front of you,
you should be able to catch glimpses of a
lake. Name it.
This pine tree has needles 6 to 12 cm long.
A distinguishing characteristic of all pine
trees is the number of needles that it has
grouped together in bundles. How many
needles does this pine have in each of its
bundles ? Can you name the pine ?

When did the ‘‘Golden Age‘‘ of the
coureurs des bois start and end ?

VALLÉE-DE-LA-GATINEAU SUMMER RALLYE-RANDO

BLUE SEA
RALLYE
RANDO

?15

The flow of water in the creek bed to your
right varies with the seasons. Into which
neighbouring small lake does it empty ?

RALLYE
RANDO

WELL DONE ! YOU’VE REACHED THE TOP !
How many metres have you climbed
since crossing the creek mentioned in
question 15 ?

RALLYE
RANDO

Name 5 coureurs des bois/explorers
mentioned on panel no. 7.

?16

?17

RALLYE
RANDO

?18

RALLYE
RANDO

?19

RALLYE
RANDO

?20

Take a moment to admire this venerable tree.
There are several others of the same kind in
close proximity. Can you identify it ?

What distance have you covered since
answering question 2 ?

During the last half of the 19th century,
what other two commodities became more
important than fur ?

YOU HAVE COME TO THE END OF THE BLUE
SEA RALLYE.
You may turn left and walk with care along the
road to rejoin the parking lot. Alternatively, you
may wish to cross the road and continue on Trail
#3 until it joins Trail #2. A left turn on Trail #2 will
lead you back to the parking lot.

TO MAKE A DONATION :
PEROOUTAOUAIS.CA
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BOUCHETTE
SENTIERS DU VILLAGE
MAJOPIAL

RALLYE
RANDO

?1

Let’s start with a little history. Why is this trail called
the ‘‘Sentier de l’Apprenti‘‘ – literally, ‘‘The Apprentice
Trail‘‘ ?

MUNICIPALITY
OF BOUCHETTE
TAKE NOTE !
The questions for The Rallye-Rando
on the Majopial Trails will be easier
to find and make more sense if you
follow them in numerical order. Most
of them are in close proximity to
the ‘‘Vous-êtes ici‘‘ / ‘‘You are here‘‘
location maps. The maps may be
helpful for answering the questions.
Questions 1-4 are on the ‘‘Sentier
de l’Apprenti‘‘ loop. You will find the
remaining questions in clockwise
order starting with the Cèdre Trail
and finishing with the Marais.

HAVE A GREAT RALLYE-RANDO !

RALLYE
RANDO

?2

RALLYE
RANDO

The water in the nearby lowland marsh comes from
what lake ?

RALLYE
RANDO

You’re in a classic cedar woods. This tree is an
exception. What is it ?

?3

?4

RALLYE
RANDO

?5

The creek you just crossed flows into what lake ?

RALLYE
RANDO

What animal made the holes in the cedar tree
to your right ?

RALLYE
RANDO

What tree species predominates in the last hundred
metres of the trail you’ve just walked ?

?6

?7
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Have a seat. What wood is the bench made of ?

VALLÉE-DE-LA-GATINEAU SUMMER RALLYE-RANDO

BOUCHETTE
RALLYE
RANDO

What’s the purpose of the nearby metal
structure ?

RALLYE
RANDO

From this tree, in which direction is the
tower of the ‘‘Sentier de la Tour‘‘ ?

?8

?9

RALLYE
RANDO

?12

TO GET TO THE NEXT QUESTION FOLLOW THE
SUCRERIE TRAIL TO YOUR LEFT.
RALLYE
RANDO

CONTINUE ON THE ÉPINEUSE TRAIL TO YOUR
RIGHT FOR QUESTION 10.
RALLYE
RANDO

?10

RALLYE
RANDO

?11

From where you’re standing now, in
what direction is the bench where you
answered questions number 2 and 3 ?

Identify this tree.

?13

RALLYE
RANDO

?14

What animal is responsible for making
the rows of small holes in the trunk of
this tree ?

RALLYE
RANDO

?15

What is the difference in altitude between
where you are standing now and where
you answered question 12 ?

Take a look around you and you will notice
several medium sized erratics. How did
they get here and how did they get their
name ?

Did you know that all of the trails you’ve
been walking today are on the property
of ‘‘The Village Majopial‘‘ ?
From where you’re standing now, in what
direction is Majopial’s ‘‘l’Huile d’Olive
Restaurant‘‘ ?

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU’VE FINISHED THE
MAJOPIAL BOUCHETTE RALLYE.

TO MAKE A DONATION :
PEROOUTAOUAIS.CA
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DENHOLM
DENHOLM
CHUTES PARK
MUNICIPALITY
OF DENHOLM
TAKE NOTE !

RALLYE
RANDO

?1

RALLYE
RANDO

?2

What’s the title of this work by Donald Doiron ?

What’s the title of this Denis Marceau sculpture ?

The trails at Denholm Chutes Park
carry an artistic theme. However,
the questions for the Rallye-Rando
are diverse and sometimes refer to
signs that may be unilingual – French
or English. It may be useful to have a
dictionary handy.

RALLYE
RANDO

What has the fungus pictured here been used for since
prehistoric times ?

You can answer the Rallye-Rando
questions 1-15 by walking the trails
counter clockwise looking carefully
for the numbered stations or, if you
wish, 15-1 if you go clockwise.

RALLYE
RANDO

Artist Kevin Tikivik has sculpted here two well-known
‘‘people‘‘ in conversation. Who are they ?

?3

?4

HAVE A GREAT RALLYE-RANDO !
RALLYE
RANDO

?5

RALLYE
RANDO

?6

RALLYE
RANDO

?7

8

What did Jane Goodall find in the forest ?

What did Alexander Graham Bell find every time he
ventured into the woods ?

List the 8 invertebrates pictured on this sign :

VALLÉE-DE-LA-GATINEAU SUMMER RALLYE-RANDO

DENHOLM
RALLYE
RANDO

?8

RALLYE
RANDO

?9

RALLYE
RANDO

?10

Identify this tree ?

How many vehicles are there in the nearby
‘‘No Parking Zone‘‘ ?

What colour is the artwork framing the
sign ‘‘Intersection du sentier du marais et
chemin du marais‘‘ ?

RALLYE
RANDO

Identify this tree growing beside the
Sentier de la falaise ?

RALLYE
RANDO

What tree does the beaver prefer as a food
source ?

RALLYE
RANDO

Artist Marc Walter encourages us to listen
to someone who is listening. Who ?

RALLYE
RANDO

According to Félix Leclerc, when a tree
falls where does it leave the biggest hole ?

RALLYE
RANDO

Why is the ‘‘ganoderme‘‘ pictured here
known as ‘‘the artist’s fungus‘‘ ?

?11

?12

?13

?14

?15

YOU’VE NOW COME TO THE END OF THE
DENHOLM CHUTES RALLYE.
TO MAKE A DONATION :
PEROOUTAOUAIS.CA
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GRAND-REMOUS
CHUTES DE LA MONTAGNE
HIKING TRAILS
MUNICIPALITY OF
GRAND-REMOUS

QUESTIONS 1-7 POSTED CLOCKWISE ON THE LAC DE LA
MONTAGNE LOOP.
RALLYE
RANDO

?1

What trail are you on and what other two trails will it
lead to ?

TAKE NOTE !
The Rallye-Rando questions are
organized by trail. Questions 1-7 are
found on the Lac de la Montagne trail,
questions 8-13 on the Bucheron trail
and questions 14-20 on the Sentier
des Chutes. You do not have to do
the questions in order but be aware
that they are posted on the trails in a
clockwise direction and will be easier
to find if you keep that in mind.
Remember that you can plan your
Rallye-Rando as you wish. For example,
if you are the ambitious type, you might
want to do all of the questions in one
outing. On the other hand, you could do
it trail by trail and spread it out over a
number of outings. It’s up to you !

RALLYE
RANDO

?2

RALLYE
RANDO

?3

RALLYE
RANDO

?4

HAVE A GREAT RALLYE-RANDO !

RALLYE
RANDO

?5

Identify this tree.

Look around at the ground cover on this rock outcrop.
Among the bushes, moss and lichens you will see
a small three or four-leafed plant which is good for
brewing a tea... even in winter ! Name it.
Continue on the side trail in front of you for another 50
metres until you arrive at a gazebo. Looking north at the
lake in front of you, you will notice a small rock covered
with moss, grass and a couple of small trees. Identify
the tallest of the small trees on the rock.

Look for the recently cut tree stump in the middle of the
trail. How old was the tree when it was cut ?
+/- 10 years ? +/- 50 years ?
+/- 100 years ?

RALLYE
RANDO

?6

10

+/- 75 years ?

Admire the magnificent view in front of you. In what
direction are you looking ?
N?

NE ?

E?

SE ?

S?

SW ?

W?

VALLÉE-DE-LA-GATINEAU SUMMER RALLYE-RANDO

GRAND-REMOUS
RALLYE
RANDO

?7

You have almost completed the
Lac de la Montagne Trail.
What is the area in sq. kilometres
of Lac de la Montagne ?

RALLYE
RANDO

?11

RALLYE
RANDO

QUESTIONS 8-13 ARE POSTED
CLOCKWISE ON THE BUCHERON LOOP.
RALLYE
RANDO

?8

Name two deciduous trees that
predominate at this intersection.

?12

RALLYE
RANDO

?13

The fruit of this tree is used to make
a tisane herbal tea appreciated for its
calming effects. Name the tisane.

Wow ! That’s a huge boulder with the ferns
on top. How did it get here ?

Take a close look at the trunks of these
young trees and you will see the teeth
marks of an animal who has stripped
much of the bark. Name the animal.

FOR QUESTION 9 CONTINUE ON THE BUCHERON
TRAIL TO YOUR LEFT !

RALLYE
RANDO

?9

RALLYE
RANDO

?10

Four tree species integral to the
construction of the Algonquin birch bark
canoe can be seen here. Name them.

Take a close look at the stump of the white
pine beside the path. Assuming that it was
recently cut, let’s say within the last five
years, when did it first start to grow ?

a) During the reign of Samuel de Champlain as
governor of Quebec ?
b) During the Seven Years War and the Battle of the
Plains of Abraham ?
c) During the French Revolution ?
d) During the negotiations leading to the confederation
of Canada ?
e) During the Spanish Flu epidemic ?
f) During World War II ?
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GRAND-REMOUS
QUESTIONS 14-20 ARE POSTED CLOCKWISE ON
THE SENTIER DES CHUTES.
RALLYE
RANDO

?14

RALLYE
RANDO

?15

RALLYE
RANDO

?16

RALLYE
RANDO

?18

In what rivers will the water of this stream
flow before reaching the ocean ?

What is the total length in kilometres of the
river flowing before you ?

RALLYE
RANDO

Reading the guide map panel, you will
notice ‘‘point de vue‘‘ just above the
waterfall. Follow the short trail to the top of
the falls and describe what you see.

RALLYE
RANDO

There are a dozen or so fungi growing on
this tree trunk. Identify them.

?19

The bridge on the far shore was built to
provide access the island dividing the river
into two channels. Why was it important to
have road access to the island ?

?20

RALLYE
RANDO

?17

Look down stream. In what direction are
you looking ?

YOU’VE FINISHED THE CHUTES
DE LA MONTAGNE RALLYE-RANDO !
Enjoy the rest of your walk back to the parking lot.
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The small waterfall in front of you is
sometimes called the Chute du Lac, literally,
the Waterfall of the Lake. What Lake ?

TO MAKE A DONATION :
PEROOUTAOUAIS.CA
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MESSINES
IDENTIFY THE 15 TREES

LACS DES CÈDRES
HIKING TRAILS

1.

MUNICIPALITY OF
MESSINES

3.

TAKE NOTE !
The 15 Rallye-Rando questions are
all posted on the ‘Sentier des lacs
des Cèdres’ trail, which is traced
in blue on your trail map. Question
no. 1 is posted almost immediately
after crossing the ‘Jean Lapointe’ foot
bridge.
The theme of the Rallye is tree
identification and all numbers, 1-15,
are found in order on the left or right
side of the trail and on the tree that
you are asked to identify.
Be sure to walk counterclockwise on
the ‘Sentier des lacs des Cèdres’ trail.
It may be helpful to consult a tree
identification book or other online
source.

HAVE A GREAT RALLYE-RANDO !

2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
YOU’VE FINISHED YOUR RALLYE-RANDO !
CONGRATULATIONS!
TO MAKE A DONATION : PEROOUTAOUAIS.CA
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ANSWERS
BLUE SEA
(HIKING TRAIL #3)

BOUCHETTE
(VILLAGE MAJOPIAL)

DENHOLM
(CHUTES PARK)

?1 : They traded without permits issued by
the king of France
?2 : Lac à Laurier
?3: The fishing industry
?4 : A windfall
?5 : Red Oak
?6 : The hat industry
?7 : Lac à Laurier, lac Morissette, lac Long
?8 : 65%
?9 : Blueberry
?10 : Red Maple
?11 : The first nations people, Amerindians
?12 : Lac Blue Sea
?13: 5 needles, white pine
?14 : 1660 -1710
?15 : Lac Dénommé
?16 : 100m
?17 : Jean Nicolet (sieur de Belleborne),
Étienne Brulé, Médard Chouart (des
Groseillers), Pierre Esprit Radisson,
Pierre Gaultier de Varennes et sieur
de La Vérendrye
?18 : Poplar
?19 : 4,5 km
?20 : Lumber and wheat

?1 : Classes and vocational training
in the care and upkeep of
recreational tourism sites were at
one time offered in the building
now housing the reception and
offices of the Parc du 31 milles.
Seven classes of ‘apprentices’
were accredited.
?2 : Eastern white cedar
?3 : Lac Poirier
?4 : Yellow birch
?5 : Lac des Trente-et-Un-Milles
?6 : Porcupine
?7 : Hemlock
?8 : Internet
?9 : South-East
?10 : North
?11 : Woodpecker
?12 : Ironwood / Hop-hornbean
?13 : 0 m
?14 : They were deposited here
‘‘erratically’’ by glaciers
?15 : East

?1 : « Forêt en santé»
?2 : « Banc des amoureux »
?3 : Used as a prehistoric combustible
?4 : The moon and the sun
?5 : Peace
?6 : Something you’ve never have seen
before!
?7 : Just copy the list
?8 : Hemlock
?9 : 3 cars
?10 : Yellow
?11 : Yellow birch
?12 : Trembling Aspen
?13 : You!
?14 : In the sky
?15 : Because of the drawings and
designs that one could etch onto
the smooth flat surface

GRAND-REMOUS
(CHUTES DE LA MONTAGNE HIKING TRAILS)
?1 : Sentier de la Montagne, sentier du
Bucheron, sentier des Chutes
?2 : Black Ash
?3 : Wintergreen: If you do collect the
wintergreen leaves for a tisane,
be sure to leave at least one leaf
on each plant so it will be able to
survive
?4 : White spruce
?5 : +/- 50 years
?6 : South/West
?7 : 35 hectares
?8 : Red Maple, White birch,
Trembling Aspen
?9 : White Spruce (for the roots that
were spliced to stich the pieces
together), Balsam fir (for the pitch
used as glue and to plug leaks),
Eastern white cedar (for the frame)
and White Birch (for the birchbark)
14

?10 : Spanish flu
?11 : Basswood, American linden
?12 : It was transported here by a
glacier
?13 : Porcupine
?14 : Gatineau, Ottawa, St Lawrence
?15 : 390 km (360-420km)
?16 : Logging trucks could drive their
loads to the left channel and
dump them onto the rollway for
the log drive to Gatineau
?17 : South
?18 : Lac de la Montagne
?19 : Whatever it was you saw,
that’s the right answer!
?20 : Aspen bracket

MESSINES (LACS DES CÈDRES
HIKING TRAILS)
?1 : Large -toothed aspen
?2 : Ironwood / Hop-hornbeam
?3 : Moose maple / Moosewood/
Striped maple
?4 : Yellow birch
?5 : Basswood / American linden
?6 : White birch
?7 : Balsam fir
?8 : White cedar / Eastern white cedar
?9 : Sugar maple
?10 : Red maple
?11 : Beech / American beech
?12 : Red Oak
?13 : Balsam poplar / Poplar
?14 : Black ash
?15 : White spruce

